A **contraction** is a word that is made by putting two or more words together and leaving out some of the letters.

**Example:**
- he + is = he’s
- I + will = I’ll

**Write the two words that make up the contraction.**

1. Won’t = _______________ + _______________
2. Isn’t = _______________ + _______________
3. She’s = _______________ + _______________
4. I’m = _______________ + _______________
5. We’re = _______________ + _______________
6. They’re = _______________ + _______________
7. Can’t = _______________ + _______________
8. Won’t = _______________ + _______________
9. Shouldn’t = _______________ + _______________
10. He’ll = _______________ + _______________
11. Aren’t = _______________ + _______________
12. Wasn’t = _______________ + _______________
13. It’s = _______________ + _______________
14. Didn’t = _______________ + _______________
A contraction is a word that is made by putting two or more words together and leaving out some of the letters.

Example: he + is = he’s
I + will = I’ll

Write the two words that make up the contraction.

1. Won’t = ____will___________ + _____not__________
2. Isn’t = ____is___________ + _____not__________
3. She’s = ____she___________ + _____is__________
4. I’m = _____l__________ + _____am_________
5. We’re = _____we__________ + _____are________
6. They’re = ______they__________ + _____are________
7. Can’t = ____can___________ + _____not__________
8. Won’t = ____will___________ + _____not__________
9. Shouldn’t = ____should___________ + ____not___________
10. He’ll = ____he___________ + _____will__________
11. Aren’t = ___are____________ + _____not__________
12. Wasn’t = _____was___________ + _____not__________
13. It’s = ____it___________ + ________is_______
14. Didn’t = _____did___________ + _____not__________